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_ _________, 
� mo�th �f advance registration for the winter trimester at Governors Stat Uruversity will end December 15. e 
Regular �egistrat�on and fee payment will be January 5. Further mformatJon may be obtained from the Office of Admissions and Records teleph�ne 312/534-5000. Counselors are ava
.
ilable Monday, Wednesday, and Frida
' 
�
om 8.30 a.m. to 5:30p.m., Tuesday and Thursday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Satu!. Y from 8:30a.m. to noon. No appointment is necessary "Winter Tri�ester, �978 Schedule," catalog suppleme�t. has been mailed Advance re�tstrants fee payment will be January 4. · Classes begm for Blocks 1 and 2 January 9. 
b 
A�ademic progr�ms. are offered by Governors State University in the areas of u.smess, comm�rucabon, counseling, culture and social science environmental SCience, h�lth science, humanities, psychology, public affairs and t�ching 
·i<)econd high�st �rc�ntage increase in on-campus enrollme�t of the 13 stat� univer­Sl Y campuses m Ilhn01s was made by Governors State University. 
GSU Bus Service 
To Be Phased Out 
Carolvn t>reer 
The title of the memo that was sent to 
our office stated that, "A new I.C. train 
station was opened at the corner of 
Governor's Highway and Stuenkel Road. 
Supplementing this new train service to 
the GSU campus was the announcement 
of a new RTA bus schedule that will 
cause buses to meet trains and bring per­
sons to campus. Because of these tran­
sportation accomadations, the GSU com­
muter bus will be phased out im­
mediately with the final run being made 
on the evening of December 23. In the 
mean time, the GSU bus will meet the 
following trains: 7:47 a.m., 8:48 a.m. and 
all trains in the late afternoon and 
evening starting at 4:03 p.m. Return 
transportation to the train terminal will 
be provided during the afternoons, and 
evenings. This schedule, again, will be 
terminated with the last run on Decem­
ber 23." 
End of the memo. GSU now loses a free 
bus service, Who cares? Justthe 
majority of students who commute from 
Chicago to GSU. 
And that is a very large percentage of 
GSU students! Why is this happening? 
Could it be that "the money could be put 
to better use in maintaining the GSU 
building," as quoted by Building and 
Plant Operation <BPO> spokesperson. 
Could one of those improvements, be the 
construction that is taking place in the 
cafeteria by the bookstore? Which ac­
cording to another BPO spokesperson is, 
"A special lunch conference room for Ad­
ministration" Or will it be that if 
Regional Transit Authority has more 
fare, there will be more sales tax. And 
R.T.A. spokesperson said, "No, GSU will 
not get a percentage of the fare but a por­
tion of the four percent sales tax goes to 
the schools." Could GSU be one of those 
schools? According to BPO spokesperson 
"GSU will get nothing, and the busdriver 
of the GSU bus will not lose his job but be 
reassigned to maintance of the 
building." But one wonders. One also 
wonders, what will happen to the bus 
<vehicle> that was paid for out of the 
student activity fee. One can also wonder 
how students will be able to afford tran­
sportation. One student I talked to said it 
would cost her $20.00 a month more, for 
not only will she pay 30 cents for bus fare 
for one way but also 30 cents more train 
fare one way. 
ONCE UPON A TIME GSU was a new 
and innovative school that started off in a 
ware house and did not have many 
students. 
Now GSU has many students, and a 
huge building. 
ONCE UPON A TIME GSU did not 
have a daycare. 
Now because of former student 
Veronica Keethers who was in­
strumental in GSU starting a day care 
GSU has one. 
ONCE UPON A TIME people did not 
pay for parking at GSU. 
Now the rate may be reduced but we 
still pay $8.00. 
ONCE UPON A TIME there was no 
proposal for a "Professional Staff 
Lounge." 
Now the first major decision to come 
out of the President's office is to have 
one. 
ONCE UPON A TIME GSU did not 
believe in a "separator" for ad­
min$traion and students. 
Now apparently they do. 
ONCE UPON A TIME GSU had studen­
ts and people who cared. 
ONCE UPON A TIME GSU had a bus. 
7 
------r--�----------------------------�-----------------� 
Enrollment increaseq almost 6 per cent at GSU for the fall of 1977 There were 3 814 students then and 3,600 a year earlier. 
· ' 
Designed for students who live at home, GSU was specifically mandated by the state to offer.caps�one programs for students who transfer from community colleges Thus the uruvers1ty offers programs and courses only at the junior senior nd graduate levels. GSU was full.Y accredited by the North Central �ociati�n� oT Colleges and Sec�ndary Schools m 1975. 
GSl! also �ffers two special degree programs which are non-traditional both allowmg credit for experiential learning. These are the Board of Governors Ba�elor of �ts Degr� pro�ram �nd the University Without Walls program. There is also a pohcy of adrntttmg special non-degree" students to GSU Classes will again be offered on five south suburban c�l)lmunity college campuses by Governors State University for undergraduate and graduate students and for students-at-large. 
Angers 
Students 
GSU ARCHIVES 
o-2.. 
STUDENT OPINIONS ON TilE BUS SERVICE BEING DISCONTINUED IN 
DECEMBER. AND HAVING TO PAY THIRTY CENTS FOR R.T.A. BUS FARE. 
THERSA LAUTER I: Do not like the idea. Should be no charge for bus service. 
RON BERTOLINI: Rotten! The University should provide the service because 
train fare cost enough. 
' 
GINNY SUGGETT: Horrible! 
ROY SHAMBLEY: If there is no bus service than Student Services is not necessary. 
SANDY EMOG· I don't like the idea. 
TONI WILLIA�tS: I might need the service again if my car breaks down. It's 
ridiculous! 
BARBARA
. 
WELLES: When I first registered here at GSU, I was guaranteed by 
Student Servtces that there would be no problem with transportation because of the 
free shuttle bus service, now I am left out in the cold! 
NANCY CALDWELL: <former GSU student> When I first came to GSU students 
were givt>n all types of activities free. If one wanted to use the recreation facilities at 
the "Y" they were provided free. Dancing lessons were provided free. It is a shame 
abt ut the bus, next thing_�ou know GSU will provide no type of service to the students .. 
ANONYMOUS TUDENT: Thirty cents is not bad to pay for bus fare, I have to put 
5.00 worth of gas in my car to come out here. University should not be expected to 
p:.y (or bus service. 
MICHAEL ASANTE: If_ students do not have a way to come out what's the use of 
coming. Not having a free bus service places an economic burden on the student. 
ERIC AKOTO: R.T.A. or the shuttle bus service is poor. Neither comes at the right 
time and sometimes I must walk to school. 
ANONYMOUS STUDENT: It's terrible! It costs thirty cents extra for the distance 
of the new train station, and with the bus that will be sixty cents. That's a $1.20 more, 
both ways. 
l\1ARILOU SMOLARAK: It's a rip off! It's bad enough people must pay for parking. 
RONALD TURNER: It's bad R.T.A. takes more time and it's more expensive. You 
could wait as mucb as an hour for the R.T.A. bus. 
C:LARICE i\UDDENHOGG: It will be more expensive and put George <busdriver> 
out of a job. 
TAOHEED AROWORA: Since we pay for Student Activities fee. it would be 
inappropriate to suspend the school bus. Many ot us are victims of Student Activities, 
therefore such action would be non-accepted. 
JUDY GIESTAW ON: Disappointed to see a good option lost. 
TONY MARICI: Because GSU is in a bad location, school should be responsible for 
transportation, ifs crummy. 
Editor's :'-Jote: Most of the students except for a few use the service of the bus. 
�**··�******************************** 
* � 
* * 
: Innovator Job Openings : 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* If you are a GSU tudent with a background in journalism or advertising, the * 
* Innovator may be looking for you. * 
: Wt> expect to have openings for four or fht> new starr members beginning nut ** 
* trimester. Salaries will range from $50 to $150 per week, depending upon the ap- * 
* plicant's experience and tht> amount or time he or she can spend on the job. Ad- * 
* vert ising salespeople will be oHt>red a generous commission. 
* If )OU are intere tl'd in applying for a position, please send a resume and a : 
* covering letter to Prof. Arthur Fried in the College of Cultural tudies. Applic- * 
* ations will be taken through Friday, December 16. * 
* * 
* � 
* * •••*********************************** 
--
Cffu. !Jnno<Jalo't 
In and Around 
Koswenda 
by Matt Koswt;nda 
To my fans who follow my writings regularly I wanted to give you insight into my 
thoughts about school and international affairs. So I have consented to be interviewed 
about my feelings about certain subjects. 
Question: What do you feel is America's number one problem? Poverty - if the 
standard of living isn't raised all over the country and world for more people then 
everyone suffers. 
Question: Who is everyone? Rich people won't suffer? When poverty is unchecked 
crime goes up and frustration sets in lives are wasted. Also poor people are a drain on 
the taxpayers because they have nothing to pay taxes with. 
Question: Do you favor control? No, control the people. 
Question: What about gays? What about them. 
Question: I mean what do you feel about them? Should they be-you tell me? Ifeel 
the world has alot of problems and the gay thing is all blown out of proportion. If they 
want to do their thing then let them do it - but personaly I think that gays are (cen­
sored>. 
Question: Do you favor ERA? Why not women are people they should get equal 
treatment. 
Question: Along this vein-reading some of your articles- well - do you see 
women as sex objects? Well in my experience they are the objects the most fun to 
have sex with. 
Question: What about the Middle East? You mean Cleveland? 
Question: The Middle - Middle East? Everyone calls for peace so will I- but I feel 
the best way to solve the problem is through opening up communications between the 
two parties and if that doesn't work- be on the side of the winner. Mass Media could 
solve the problem - we should get both sides to view Star Wars. 
Question: Who in the national scene or international scene do you identify with? 
Santa Clause 
Question: Aren't you a little old for Santa Clause? No. 
Question: What bothers you most about G.S.U.? Apathy. 
Question: How would you motivate people to be more involved with the college? 
Give them what they can identify with and talk to them not over them. If people can't 
identify with a problem why should they bother to learn about it. I feel the battle is a 
life long struggle to motivate people to participate. It's got to be in a person's self 
interest to participate or who cares? 
Question: Matt, if I can be personal, what do you fear most? That's too personal­
all I will say I believe in a God and I bf>lieve no one can call his shots. You can't help 
how much talent you have, what size you are, how rich your parents are etc., but you 
can do the best with what you have. 
Question: Matt aren't yo'd glad you printed a serious interview? No I'd rather talk 
about real life experiences like my first date- you should have seen her, she looked 
like Darth Vader with a dress on. 
to the Editor 
We would like to publish a petition that was submitted to us by a student. 
PETITION 
Dear Dr. Goodman-Malamuth II, 
We, the undersigned, upon hearing of the discontinuance of the Governors State 
Va� t� the IC station, r�uest a meeting at which we could voice our views on such a 
jec1s1on. We feel that discontinuing this service would cause inconvenience and an 
Jnnecessary burden and cost to the student body. 
'lAME 
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The University 
Money Tree 
by 
• & 
Luigi Morosova 
Note: Luigi Morosova is the pseudonym ram�ed in frustration, and makers of 
for a professional student of higher plastic cards, Y?U have to work hard to 
education and current affairs. He or she spend your Parkmg Dollars. 
uses this name because of the delicate sub- One good way you can get rid of the pot 
ject matter treated and because fame is of Parking Dollars which gets em­
time consuming. Mr. or Ms. Morosova last harassingly full much too fast is to hire a 
appeared in these pages detailing the parking consultant for at least $20,000. By 
name selection process for mythical hiring a consultant you don't have to worry 
Utopian State University. about office space. The consultant causes 
While most sensible people see a dollar little trouble because he is out counting 
for what it is ... almost a dollar ... the cars. He tells you what most students and 
rigors of state and federal funding create 3:11 ca':"pus poli�e have known for some 
new categories for dollars. There is for bme 1.e. parkmg lots ought to have 
example, the Commodities Dollar w'hich straight yelJow lines for cars to strand and 
cannot be easily exchanged for the Con- the university needs more parking lots. Of 
tractual Dollar which is certainly not to be course, the problem is that parking lots 
confused for the revered Travel Dollar. are in use the most when most administra-
It is as if a not-so-giant tree with roots tors have long since left for the day. 
straining for nourishment had grown with Besides, the parking consultant ac­
one branch an oak, another a poplar, complishes his prim_ary objective which is 
another a willow. The branches of the to use up those Parkmg Dollars. 
University money tree cannot be in- There are a couple of categories of 
terchanged although one suspects they are dollars which are supposed to transcend 
part of the same tree. Of course the all those narrow restrictions. The Faun­
University is supposed to be a place for dation D_o113:r is the produc� of a lot of 
reason and logic, but that seems irrelevant people w1th influence who ra1se money so 
often to bureaucratic green houses which the University can have some flexibility. 
sprout such semi-living trees. Less influential in origin, but presumably 
But this is a column about dollars, just just as flexible in �se is the Alumni d�llar. 
as unmixable as the .money tree branches The problem w1th these dollars IS that 
and just as unable to assist the weaker or the top of the University Money Tree 
more critical ones. There is that category where Presidents are perched is far 
called the Student Activities Dollar for removed from the roots of the tree where' 
another example, which cannot be e�sily students and faculty work. The Foundation 
be used for anything other than student ac- Dollar is grabbed as it floats down after 
tivities presuming that someone knows much of it is used to pay for the dining and 
what that means. Students pay wondrously wining of the F�undation. 
on a regular basis with Larely a peep Th_e F�undabon �ollar can pay for a 
hoping that some magnificent activity will presidential medallion of $1,300 but not a 
be made known to them some day. single fa�ulty member has s�n a research 
Of course, there are rare exceptions for or teachmg grant of that s1ze. Less than 
dollar mixing such as in presidential half of the Foundation Dollar has found its 
inaugurations where it seems okay to con- way into the mainstream of the University 
tribute a chunk of student activity money. business which has something to do with 
After �II, students can be seen hanging idea� an� learnin� and less to do with 
around such festivities since their classes presidential medallions. 
have been cancelled. But without the Foundation where would 
Then there is the Parking Dollar. the Alumni be? Usually the Alumni is 
Especially collected for having a place to another source of dollars for university 
put your car;Parking Dollars too are not programs. It is indeed innovative that 
to be confused with other dollars. No Governors State has found that Alumni ac­
Parking Dollars can be used for such mun- tivities cost more than the alumni can af­
dane things as academic programs. In ford, so Foundation Dollars support the 
fact, if you have raised enough to pay for alumni rather than both supporting the 
the parking gates, providing jobs for gate current students and faculty. 
maintenance personnel, replacer" "f gates But then, no one ever said the University 
Money Tree grew straight. 
·······························�·······�··········��······ 
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Gregg DeBartolo , \."-.. <EDITOR'S NOTE: Commenting on cur­rent issues affecting G.S.U. student lire, 
Hythloday's Niche will be a regular 
feature in the Innovator. Gregg is a 
graduate student in the College of Cultural 
Studies' English Language Program.) 
on campus radicalism ... 
Campus radicalism - are commen­
tators correct when they write of its disap­
pearance from Illinois public colleges and 
universities? Or is this type of behavior 
stiJI present? 
Regardless of the countless charges of 
apathy, campus demonstrations and 
behind the scenes activism are alive and 
well in Illinois. 
Many people seem not able to perceive 
its existence. This happens because they 
are looking for it within the wrong campus 
constituency. For a major shift of behavior 
has taken place: students have relinquish­
ed the role of call\pUS protestors, and the 
professors have taken it over. 
When did this shift occur? For students, 
the move away from campus-wide 
radicalism began with the passage of a 
standardized tuition <increase) policy by 
the Illinois Board of Higher Education in 
early 1976. Since that IBHE decision, stu­
dent campus protests have been 
fragmented in both participation and 
issue. For the "unresolved tuition issue" 
was the last symbolic issue left in the stu­
dent protest movement which could bind 
the many different student social and 
academic groups into an effective effort. 
After it was "resolved," with the tuition 
question out of the individual school's 
hands and into the hands of a faceless 
government agency CIBHE staff), 
students had no objects to demonstrate for 
or against; hence campus-wide radicalism 
<in both scope and participation) became a 
frustrating activity for students, and this 
negative feeling directed student organiza­
tions toward less radical (campus life) ac­
tivities. 
About the time of that IBHE tuition deci­
sion, the seed of radicalism for professors 
was planted when faculty unionization 
became a reality in first the community 
colleges and then in state universities 
<BOG system>. The effect of faculty 
unionization has been organized action -
campus-wide in scope and radical in 
technique. 
Though campus activist techniques re­
main about the same Ci.e., public 
demonstrations, propaganda sheets and 
news stores, etc.), there is a difference in 
issues between the students' and pro­
fessors' movements. Where the students' 
reasons for protesting were mostly 
ideological and moral (i.e., illegal and im­
moral government acts, access of eollege 
education for citizens limited by tuition 
hikes, etc.>, the issues of the unionized pro­
fessors seem to be more self-serving and 
could basically be placed in a category 
headed by some lyrics by songwriter 
Jackson Browne -- " ... struggle for the 
legal tender." 
CAt this point, I'd better make clear that 
the purpose of this piece is not an attempt 
to either condone or condem issues behind 
present campus radicalism. Lord knows, I 
have plenty of modL•les to take for my 
degree which are coordinated by AFT pro­
fessors: > 
I'm sure faculty union members would 
not like to be grouped into the category of 
campus radicals, but when their efforts at 
the negotiating table spill over onto the 
campus, their movement is fair game. For 
the behavior of the two groups is strikingly 
similar. 
Conserve Energy 
An appeal to turn off hand-controlled 
lights when they are not needed has been 
made to employees and students of 
Governors State University. 
Dr. Melvyn N. Freed, vice president for 
administration, said: 
"The conservation of energy is every 
individual's responsiblity throughout the 
university. 
"The ability to meet the goals of the 
university will be enhanced by energy 
conservation since, basically, this results 
in money conservation.'' 
Pagel 
I,� 
I 
i 
I 
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Photos by ICC 
Human Rights: 
What's For Dessert? 
/ 
For example, a few months ago I attend­
ed a G.S.U. governing board meeting 
where about fifty professors from Board of 
Governors schools were present. They 
were all carrying protest signs and seem­
ed to clap on cue when their speakers 
presented their demands to the board. 
Later, when the board's chief of staff 
presented his views, the professors hooted 
and howled and otherwise behaved in an 
inconsiderate manner toward him. 
Maybe somt: one up m HLD can explain 
the psychology behind this type of mob 
behavior which would make it seem less 
radical to me; but until some one does, the 
only incident from my frame of reference 
which I can compare it to is a radical stu­
dent demonstration I witnessed at the 
meeting (Jan. 1976) when the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education incorporated 
that standardized tuition policy into its 
"Bible" of higher education policies -
Master Plan Phase IV. <For those in­
terested, its action resulted in G.S.U.'s re­
cent tuition increase by tying tuition in­
creases into the annual inflationary spiral 
of higher education costs.> 
At that meeting, a group of about fifty 
students was present with protest signs in 
hand and seemed to clap on cue when their 
speaker presented their demands to the 
board. To me, the only difference in 
technique between the two efforts was that 
the students were a little less sophisticated 
Sugar asked me since it was Friday 
night, and her old man was gone for two 
weeks, would I stay for dinner. As I drove 
there, I was trying to be strong and say 
"no." (Strong but stupid.) I just can't. I 
knew that it was no good to date on the job. 
Thinking the following as I drove: she was 
alone, she was a nice person, I was looking 
I for another job, she was a fox, and I didn't 
• have a date. The hell with it-I went 
�anyway. 
t Yes, I started to rationalize because I 
I liked her as a person. I know you out there 1 are laughing, but I'm a sensitive person­
· I don't think I'm God's gift to women. 
f Besides, I'm barely 5'11", and she's 6'3". 
f Have you ever tried to talk to a woman's 
throat? I was seven years older than her so 
I felt like her big brother. What could hap­
pen? I'll just eat and leave. 
After an excellent meal, Sugar put on a 
Diana Ross record. <Diana Ross music 
and wine drive me nuts.) I wanted to make 
dessert for her. As I fought to remain 
strong, Sugar was getting comfortable. 
<You realize how hard it is to write when 
i you're-.) 
1 Then the next songs were: "Touch me in 
' the Morning" and "Let's Get It On". I ask-1 1. ed her what she wanted for dessert, and 
, she said, "me between two pieces of 
I bread." Well, the next lyric started out i "Many guys have passed your way; they 
• were no good for you ... Ia-la-la-la-la; I love 
you." 
I lost control in the "!a-la-las." I spent 
the weekend on the Westside with Sugar. 
What a fine person, when we talked we 
talked about my hobby of stamp collec­
ting. I still get a call from her once in a 
while. 
in their hooting and howling; they failed to I decided to write this because with a 
realize who had the single most influence couple of weeks left, I had to get myself 
on decisions reached in that room (the fired up to end the semester with a bang. 
board's chief of staff) and mistakenly December 20, 1977, I'll be at the directed their jeers at selectedboard mem- . Veteran's party at the old Jimmy's Dee's, 
bers. The feeling � h�d when I first com- 1 donation is $5.00. If I'm lucky, I'll have an 
�ed these two mc1dents boardered on I' old friend with me. Ha! Ha! Ha! Come on De1� Vu. . . over - who knows what kind of a great Smce that radical fac�ty pro
_
t�t a few I night we'll have? Autographs given on re­months ago, campus-wide actlVlsm has 1 quest 
seemed to increase at G.S.U. Among other i · 
I asked her, "What would you want for 
dessert?" she replied, "You between two 
pieces of bread." Yes, friends it's going to 
be one of those articl�. She was tall (6'3") 
and had a 40.25-38 figure. Her name was 
Tommie, but the men who worked with her 
called her "Sugar", because she was so 
sweet. 
Sugar worked for me when I supervised 
on the Westside of Chicago. All during my 
time at work, I was friends with Sugar. 
Sugar was very beautiful, and one night I 
broke up a fight between three stockmen 
over her. Sugar laughed when she heard 
about it. 
I stayed my distance from Sugar; never­
theless, I saved her job after she "cold­
cocked" one of the stockmen who flirted 
with her. Sugar was an excellent worker, 
but she hated men so she made them beg 
and pay for any promise of pleasure. 
After I saved Sugar, she was very friend­
ly to me ... unusually so. Everyday she 
would walk over to my office to talk to me 
during her breaks and lunch. Everyday 
she asked me to drive her home. She open­
ed up to me about her childhood. 
Sugar's dad ran away from home when 
she was three; he left her, as well as five 
brothers and sisters, in mid-winter with no 
food or rent money. Sugar was the 
youngest, tallest, and prettiest child. 
Sugar used her looks to get her way; they 
were weapons used against lusting men. 
Having six children, Sugar's mom decided 
to remarry when she was nine. 
Sugar's new dad asked her to go to bed 
when she was 12 years old. Yes, it was not 
a pretty story. Sugar lived with one old 
man who was her "main squeeze" 
(regular lover), and had several "!a-la's" 
<part-time lovers) on the side. 
Well, one night just before I was going �o 
leave work, Sugar asked me to take her 
home. It was a cold November night, but 
Sugar was dressed in a spring time outfit. 
She had on an orange tight T-shirt, on her 
ears were these sexy white circle earrings, 
her rabbit coat was open, she had on a 
mini-skirt with long black stockings and 
brown boots. Thank God for cold showers; 
I'm glad my heart is stiJI strong enough to 
stand the excitement. Because as I write I 
can see her, and I'm totally excited! 
things, there was a (faculty) public 
demonstration at the main entrance of I 
Phase I; and, recently, there was talk I 
among the professors of attempting to 1 
"close down the operations of the universi- I ty" by means of a strike. 
' 
Avoiding any judgements on the matter, 1 
Census Bureau Indicates Fertility 
Race Down 
I ask who knows what the future will bring I for this latest radical group. For that mat-
I ter, who wants to even guess? All I know is , 
what I represent as seen. And, to me, it I 
seems life is taking another one of its i 
perplexing turns as the label of campus 1 
radicals gets lifted off students' backs and 1, 
placed squarely on the professors'. , 
RESEARCH 
Send only two dollars (to cover 
postage) for your copy of our 
latest mail-order catalog of over 
7,000 research papers. 
• Ou•tlty Unturpe,.ed 
• F•at, Depend•ble SerYice 
• Speechea, Reporla, etc. 
AUTHORS' RESEARCH SERVICES INC 
407 South Dearborn Street Su1te 600 
Ch1cago. llhno1s 60605 
312-922-0300 
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James Cook 
The current fertility rate in the U.S. in­
dicates that our country is not reproduc­
_ing fast enough to replace the population 
.naturally, according to the latest govern­
ment research. 
According to Vincent P. Barabba, 
Director of the U.S. Bureau of the Cen­
sus, the total fertility rate is well below 
the rate of 2.1 children per woman re­
qUired in order to bring a�ut a natural 
replacement of the population. 
As a result of a survey taken a few 
years ago on birth expectation, statistics 
show that a large segment of the popula­
tion can be attributed to the attitudes of 
women between the ages of 18 to 24 and 35 
to 39. It was found that women of the 
younger group were expected to have on­
�y 2.2 children per woman compared with 
an expected average of 3.1 children per 
woman for the older group. 
Another factor thought to contribute to 
the declining birth rate according to the 
report, is the fact that fewer individuals 
are married at the traditional age. The 
median age at which men and women 
first seriously consider marriage is bet­
ween the age of 20 to 24. The individuals 
in this age group are waiting longer to 
marry or they are choosing to remain 
single. 
Other statistics showed that 41 percent 
of the females and 61 percent of the 
males in this 20 to 24 year-old age group 
are exercising their options to remain 
single. 
This trend began in the 60's and has 
continued well through the first half of 
the 70's and has been steadily increasing. 
It is believed that these factors and 
others are indicitive of a trend toward a 
large segment of the population deciding 
to remain single throughout their entire 
lives. 
Cffu flnnova.to� 
liCENSE REVOKEo•••A Chicago doctor was ordered to turn in his _ license last 
w�k for illegally prescribing large amounts of dangerous drugs, according to the Il­
linois Department of Registration and Education "':hich li�e�es _
doctors and other 
professionals in Illinois. The doctor, an osteopath1� physician, 1s�ued some 7,000 
prescriptions for non-therapeutic purposes over a f1�e-month penod. n;rrtm�t 
Director Joan G Anderson said "As Director of this Department, I w1 use e 
Department's au
.
thority vigorously to remove from practice those d�tors whose 
abuse their right to write prescriptions by writing them for non-therapeutic purposes. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CONSERVATION CORPs••• Local government agencies managing non-federal 
public lands have only until December 1 to apply for federal funds for Youth Con­
servation Corps pro�rams, according to state Conservation Director David Kenney. 
YCC programs provide summer jobs and environmental education opportunities to 
young people between 15 and 18 years old. Information and grant applications are 
available from: Y.C.C., Conservation Department, 605 Stratton Building Springfield 
Illinois 62706. 
' ' 
••••••••••••••••••••• •••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Q. How much money am I entitled to under� Circuit Breaker Law'? . 
A. The law's two tax relief programs provide up to $600 a�nually -:- $500 m p�operty 
tax relief and $100 in additional tax relief - to· qualified semor and disabled Citizens of 
Illinois. . , t ta The property tax relief program is based on the ratio of the person s proper Y xes 
to his income. Property tax relief grants last year averaged $162. . 
The additional tax relief program, signed into law in 1975 by the governor, IS based 
on income, and grants have averaged $80. 
Q. Is there a deadline for filing my claim'? . 
A. Yes, Citizens who have not filed for Circuit Breaker tax _
rehef for any yea� �t­
ween 1m and 1976"have until December 31, 1977 to apply with the State. Begmmng 
January 1, 1978, maximum property tax relief grants �ill in�rease from $500 to $650 
with a one-year limitati'bn on the filing period for tax rehef clatms. . 
Q. Would the money"I receive under the Circuit Breaker Law ever have to be paid 
back? 
A. No. These are grants, not loans. 
Q Is it possible for people to qaalify for both tax relief grants'? . A: Yes. And thousands of people have. Anyone who qualifies for property f:ax r
_
e�Ief 
qualifies automatically-for additional tax relief. That's because the age or disability, 
residency, and annual household inco(lle requirements of the two programs are 
nearlv identical. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
§ovnnou .StaLL 'llnivn:t.ity 
IN FANT IMMUNIZATION•••cases of whooping cough are being reported in 
numbers much greater than normal in Illinois and state Director of Public Health, Dr. 
Paul Q Peterson is advising parents to obtain immunization for pre-school-aged 
childre�. 140 cases of the disease have been reported this year to date, 115 of them in 
St. Clair and Madison Counties. Only 25 cases of whooping cough were reported in 
downstate Illinois durin� all of 1976. ( 1913**77) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
AGE DISCRIMINATION***Dlinois Department on Aging Director Josephine K. 
Oblinger last week announced publication of a booklet outlining informa
_
ti�n about the 
Federal Age Discrimination Employment Act <ADEAl. The booklet lS mtended to 
provide social service workers with the information needed to help older workers ob­
tain remedies under the ADEA. (1889**77) 
, .........................................•..... 
LICENSE PLATE SALES • Secretary of State Alan Dixon last week reminded 
motorists that December 1 is the first day 1978 auto license plates may be legally 
displayed on vehicles. Over-the-<:ounter sales of the plates will begin December 1 in 
banks, savings and loan associations and currency exchanges. Plates will also be sold 
at Secretary of State vehicle facilities in Springfield and Chicago. 
(77-77) 
CHOKE-8AVING METHOD • Beginning January 1, 1978, the Illinois Department of 
Public Health will require every restaurant in Illinois to post, in a conspicuous 
location, instructions concerning the Heimlich Manuever choke-saving method. Dr. 
Paul Q. Peterson, director of the Public Health department said, "The Heimlich 
Manuever was chosen as the most appropriate method because it is safe, effective, 
simple and can be performM without instruments." Peterson also said that early 
next year staff of the Public Health department will begin teaching the Heimlich 
Manuever and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR> to restaurant employees. 
(1981-n) 
PRISON INVESTIGA'tiON • Charles J. Rowe, director of the Illinois Department 
of Corrections, last week announced the appointment of a seven-member committee 
to review charges of discriminatory practices relating to mipority staff members at 
StatevilJe and Joliet prisons. The charges were made by Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, 
president of Operation PUSH, and other community leaders early in November. The 
committee will make a full report to the director, including recommendations, at the 
conclusion of their hearings. 
BID RIGGING CHARGES • Attorney General William J. Scott last week filed an 
anti-trust suit in federal court in Springfield against five highway construction firms. 
The suit alleges that the contractors conspired to rig bids on a contract involving 
bridge construction in Greene County. Scott noted that the anti-trust laws are an ef­
fective deterrent to businessmen who attempt to cheat the public through price-fixing 
because the State, or any other injured party, can sue for three times the amount of 
actual damages-sustained. 
<AG> 
POWER PLANT PRODUCTIVITY • The Illinois Commerce Commission, 
regulatory agency for Illinois' power plants, has begun a one-year s�dy of power 
plant productivity and reliability. Results from the study wilJ assist the Commission 
in its consideration of rate increase requests. Since construction and fuel costs are 
the primary reasons for rate increases, regula_tory agencies have begun _t� take a 
hard look at steps which utilities are taking to mcrease the output and efficiency of 
existing plants. 
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.THE WOMENS PAGE 
Over 10,000 
Meet at Womens 
Rights Conference: 
An Eyewitness 
Report Suzanne Haig 
l 
Thousands of women gathered for h 
For four days Houston was transformed into a giant feminist town as over 10,000 
women came there November 18·2llo attend the National Womens Conference. 
Women were everywhere. Discussions took place everywhere. In the streets huge 
groups of women talking and arguing walked from hotels to convention� buildin�s . 
Hotels were turned intQ huge discussion areas. Due to problems wtlh housmg 
arrangements, hundreds of women had to wait  in lobbys of the Hya tt Regency, 
Sheridan Houston, and others. While waiting, much socializing occurred. Other 
guests in these hotels carried on debate with the women in crowded eleva to_rs a _nd 
hallways. At one point going up the Hyatt Regency elevator, we were packed m wtth 
Bella Abzug (and hatl who carried on repartee with an inebriated businessman 
staying in the hotel. Also, many discussions took place with friendly cab drivers. 
The conference included some 1,500 delegates elected at 56 state IWY conferences 
during the summer Besides delE-gates and ob­
servers almost 1 ,500 representatives from the press participa ted in the conf�rence 
covering all conceivable angles. In many cities the entire proceedings were arred on 
television during prime time. 
The actual conference was geographically organized in several buildings of the 
Houston Convention Center. The formal proceedings were held in the coliseum. The 
coliseum was not able to hold all the observers at any one time, so entry was 
organized on a rotating basis. 
Activities During The Conference 
While the proceedings occurred, special events went on a t  the Albert Thomas 
Exhibit Center. On the ground floor was a giant womens bazaar of over 300 booths. 
Except for a few anti-abortion and anti-ERA booths, there consisted of womens 
jewelry, T-shirts and buttons with feminist slogans, tote bags, material on abortion 
rights, the Equal Rights Amendment, National Organization for Women booths, 
small businesses, socialist books, feminist records, etc. From Illinois, the Com­
mittee for the ERA which organized the Oct. 15 march rtown State Street of 1 ,000 
people, brought X-mas buttons <Seasons greetings to all and to all Equal Rights> 
which the sold to raise funds for ERA activities in Illinois. 
Upstairs, Senaca Falls South, a cultural and educational program ran con­
tinuously. It included poetry readings, self defense classes, soapboxing, dance, 
music, workshops on every conceivable subject matter. A daily newspaper 
publicized these events. 
The basic theme of the Houston IWY conferenc(' was its similarity with the Senaca 
Falls convention of 1848 which signaled the beginning of the feminist movement in 
the 19th century. This theme was reflected in the Torch Relay. Several thousand 
people helped in carrying the torch from Seneca Falls, N.Y. to Houston, 2612 miles 
away. The end of the Relay was a huge rally on the convention center steps on 
Friday, Nov. 18. Another rally later in the afternoon was equally spirited and called 
on women to build a huge visible movement to defend the gains made. The opening 
of the plenary session fea tured the handing over of Susan B. ·Anthony's gavel to 
Bella Abzug. Millions of people who have been unaware of the size and power of the 
19th century womens movement were educated by these events. 
Page& 
M oreover, with the millions watching these proceedings hearing well known 
women, Mrs. Carter, Mrs. Ford and others, speak at this conference an important 
gain for the womens movement took place : This legitimized the movement to those 
that watched it. This showed the seriousness of the movement. No more can the 
epithet "Bra Burners" be hurled at the movement. And the reason that 
this legitimization has taken place is due to the breadth and depth of this movement. 
It has grown from small groups of the late 60's to a mass phenomenon because the 
issues it raises stri ke at the heart of today's woman. The woman's movement reflec­
ts the tremendou:; changes of women in relation to work and to the family since 
WWII. All this came across at the conference. 
------------------------
. , ')  
'.Jh£ .!Jnnova.to� 
Conference Strategy 
The strategy at the conference put forward by the na tional commissioners, who 
included Jean O'Leary, National Gay Task Force ; Eleanor Smeal,  NOW ; Gloria 
Steinem ; Liz Carpenter, ERA America ; 'lnd others was to push through as quickly 
as possible the National Plan of Action, 26 resolutions on womens rights proposed by 
the president's women's commission and amended at state conferences. They 
hoped tha t few amendments would be raised. "Con troversial" resolutions such as 
abortion and gay rights were renamed to "reproductive freedom" and "Sexual 
preference" so tha t they would be at the end of the agenda which was alphabetically 
organized. 
Different groups played a part in the shaping of the proceedings. NOW, which 
claimed 293 NOW members of the 1,442 delegates, composed the largest single mem­
bership group there. They played a visible role at the conference. Members wore 
large buttons, met in caucus meetings to support passage of the "National Plan of 
Action".  Minori ty women also played a significant · role at the conference. A 
significant number of the delega tes were Black, Hispanic or-Asian American .  They 
along with minority women who were obs!!rvers met in caucuses to fight for changes 
in the National Plan. They succeeded in making some of the few major changes in 
the basic plan. This included planks demanding tribal rights for Native Americans 
and implementation of affirmative-action programs in education. The vote in favor 
of these changes, which only the right-wing delegates voted against, sparked grea t 
response. Linking arms and wiping away tears, delega tes sang "We Shall Over­
come". Lesbians were the !pOSt effectively organized at the conference. Organized 
through the ational Gay Task Force, they wanted to insure thal gay rights would 
be fully discussed by the delegates. 
The Saturday proceedings passed slowly due to procedural motions. This caused 
anger and mounding frustration. The women who came from all over the country 
wanted discussion and deba te on the important issues of ERA, Abortion and Gay 
Rights. Finally at 11 p.m. Saturday Night ERA came up on the agenda for disuc­
ssion. After an hour of pr�edural haggling, it 'passed, causing mass celebration 
with women literally dancing in the aisles. 
On Sunday night aborti on rights and gay rights < Reproductive Freedom and 
sexual preference> came up on the floor of the convention for discussion. The fact 
that the ·e had comt> up was a victory. A procedural motion allowed for equal deba te 
on both sides. Unfortuna tely major arguments raised by anti-abortion delega tes 
were not answered even though time was alloted for debate. 
For example an argument raised by anti-abortion rights delegates equa ted 
slavery to abortion since supposedly the human rights of the fetus are denied in the 
same manner as the rights of slaves. No one pointed out, however, the racist and an­
ti-human rights positions that anti-abortion groups and· politicians such as Henry 
Hyde have taken such as en welfare, busing and the death penalty. No one pointed 
Aud i e n c e  cheers pas sage o f  " S exua l P r e f e re n c e "  reso l u t ion 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The adjacent ad appeared in the Houston Post and Cronicle in the hopes of smearing 
the conference through anti-gay prejudice. They also hoped to split the conference 
delega tes by working on the fears of conservative delega tes. The ad also was used to 
publicize the giant right wing rally. 
Jean O'Leary, co-Executive Director of the Nationa l Gay Task Force and an IWY 
Commissioner stated in response tha t she was "outraged at the "pro-family's" 
characterization of lesbianism as a subversive lifestyle. There is nothing un­
American or unhealthy about lesbianism. If anything is un-American, it is the refusal 
to support the human rights of all people." She said that " the obvious intent of the 
radical right wing forces is to sensa tionalize and exploit the lesbian issue·in an effort 
to divide women and defeat passage of the National Plan of Action . "  
Many of the 10,000 women who came t o  Houston had come precisely t o  out-mobilize 
the right wing. Many expected huge verba l confrontation with the right wing within 
the conference. This did not ahppen due to the tactics of the right wing. Instead of 
packing the coleseum to give support to their delega tes <a small minority from such 
states as Montana, MississipPi, Alabama, Utah, Indiana l the used another approach. 
They had already challenged the IWY conference calling it a plot of the Federal 
Government, feminists, and other "deviates" to use the taxpayers money to pass 
ERA, so they couldn't really come to the meetings of the conference. Tha t would give 
the conference credibility .  So instead, the majority boycotted the proceedings and 
staged a massive counter action of 15,000 at the Houston Astro Auditorium. 
Calling itself a pro-family rally, the 15,000 primarily white and well dressed people 
paraded with signs like "ERA is a Turkey," "God made Adam and Eve, not Ada m 
and Steve," "IWY-International Witches Year," etc. The program, featuring a 
medley of right wing stars, included a pa triotic band and speeches emphasizing wom­
an's traditional role < Kinder, Kuche, Kirc he ) .  Phyllis Sclafly stated that <contrary to 
reality >  the American people don't want ERA, Government funded abortion, lesbian 
rights, a federally funded childcare program. Dr. Mildred Jefferson, a Black 
physician from B oston tha t the right wing parades and who is head of the Right to Life 
also spoke. 
They were joined in spirit by Anita Bryant who sent a video taped message in 
solidarity. 
Because the right wing is so well  organized many people think they are the 
majority. This is dead wrong. They are a minority, but they are well organized. The 
woman's movement has not been up until Houston. Unfortunately, the movement will 
have to learn from the right wing. Wha t is needed now is organization, visibility and 
independence. 
Page 7 
out that the rights of the fetus are not similar but directly counter to the fight against 
slavery. In fact the fight of women to control their own body is more in line with the 
anti-slavery fight. The fight for abortion rights is the fight of women for more 
freedom to control their own lives. 
I 
De lega t e s  v o te w i t h  t he i r  f i s t s  ( o r " Ab o r t ion Ri gh t s "  
However despite this, the resolution on reproductive freedom passed amid a 
shoutdown between both pro- and con- with two sponta!'leous pickets ·carrying 
placards up to the stage 
Unlike other major issues, the fight to pass the sexual preference resolution was 
well organized by the National Gay Task Force, lesbians, and supporters of gay 
rights. They answered charges made aga inst them in several· press conferences ; 
they brought supporters into the coliseum during the deba te ; and they prepared 
arguments for the debate. They came organized because of the momentum that has 
built up since Dade County and because they knew tnat if they were not organized, 
conservative women delega tes would back down under pressure and v ote against 
the resolution. 
During deba te supporters carried thousands of balloons which stated "We are 
Everywhere". Eleanor Smeal,  President of NOW and Betty Friedan, who has long 
opposed including lesbian rights in the womens movement urged women to support 
the lesbian sisters. One right wing delega te said as shouts descended upon her, tha t 
she wasn't for stoning or burning lesbians as long as they stayed silent about it like 
adulterors. Dispite this, the resolution passed overwelmingly. 
The victory people felt were real but one of the main weaknesses of the conference 
was that it did not determine how the "Plan of Action" could be won. Instead dele­
ga tes on M onday bickered over whether to establish a womens department of the 
government. 
The conference produced recommendations to be sent to Carter and Congress for 
implementation. Yet as one activist pointed out, "this is the same government that 
is restricting abortion and affirmative action and has refused to pass ERA." 
It is clear tha t an organized womens movement is necessary to insure the vic­
tories won at Houston are implemented. Without this, these victories remain nothing 
but empty slogans, prom ises unfulfil led. 
Despite these weaknesses, however, •()men left the conference with a feeling of 
accomplishment and a desire to fight harder . 
Financial Aid for I student-at-Large Registration Policy Grade Inflation Hit 
at U. of Utah Jewish Students A student may enroll in classes as an -Graduate: Transcripts or a diploma undergraduate or graduate non-degree- reflecting the award of a Bachelor's 
The Levie Educational Fund was 
seekmg student-at-large at Governors Degree or a graduate degree from an 
created by Maude M. Levie Jerome M 
State University. accredited institution. 
Levie and Charles M. Levi�. sister and 'J?lrough the process, a student may 
All credentials will be returned to the 
brothers, in the name of their parents 
r�gtster for classes on or off campus student immediately after verification 
Marcus and Theresa Levie. Under a trust 
wtthout formally being accepted for On�e. evi�en�e of admissability has bee� 
a�eemen� between the Levie family and 
classes on campus, or on the first day of venfl�, tt wtll not be necessary to provide 
Ch1cago Title and Trust eo., which was the 
classes off campus. The last day of such evtdence for subsequent registrations 
medmm for the creation of the educational 
registration for on-campus classes at Park as a Non-Degree-Seeking Student-at­
fund. monies became available in Sep-
Forest South for the winter trimester is Large. 
tember 1959, from a residual trust valued 
Janu
.
a.ry . 5. Applica n ts for this 
Non-Degree-Seeking Students-at-Large 
at something over $l.OOO,OOO. 
classtftcalton should bring with them on are eligible to register for any Trimester 
�e Je�ish Federation of Metropolitan the. day of registration some evidence of 
or s.ession. Admissions counselors will be 
Ch1cago ts charged with the selection of 
the1r academic level such as the following: ava1Iable on campus for advising for each 
students adjudged "worthy and desirable" 
- U � d e r g r a d u a  t e :  T r a n s c r i p t s  
Non-Degree-Seeking Student-at-Large. 
for such grants to be awarded for the 
reflectmg completion of 60 or more Coursework completed as a Student-at­
academic year beginning each FaiJ. To be 
semester hou!'5 of undergraduate cour- LargP is not automatically applicable to a 
eligible, a student must be in need of 
sework, or a d1ploma reflecting the award degree program. The transfer of such 
financial subsidization and have an ?
f � a�sociate degree from an accredited courses is governed by policies established 
�cademic record which promises that s!he 
Institution. by thP Deans and faculty of each college. 
IS capable of successfully completing the 
Further information,  and c lass 
education required to prepare her/his to 
schedules, are available through the Office 
SaJt Lake City, Utah-< I.P. )-A new 
regulation at the University of Utah may 
be one of the first moves of its kind in the 
country to help "cool off some of the high 
grading practices," according to Dr. Pete 
D. Gardner, vice president for academic 
affairs. 
Reginning with the current quarter, 
letter grades on student transcripts will be 
followed by the average grade all students 
received in the class. It will be a numerical 
equivalent based on a four-point scale and 
will appear on both the report card and 
transcript. 
"This is not a mechanism for solving the 
problem, but a step in that direction," says 
Dr. G a rdner. "The grade which 
prospective employers or professional 
school admission committees are seeing 
on a student 's transcript is not an accurate 
measure of his achievement. • • 
enter the chosen field. The student must 
of Admissions, 312/534-5000, X2518. 
also be in one of the following categories in ,----------------- -------------1 
the year for which s!he is applying for 
Dr. Kennedy announced the theme 
The new procedure-recommended by 
the University Senate-will better reflect a 
student's scholastic ability. It will allow 
students to evaluate their relative per­
formance realistically, and also will be of 
value to honors societies seriously con­
cerned with academic achievement. But 
the vice president believes the real impact 
of the new regulations will be felt in the 
graduate schools where entrance 
requirements are hi�hly competitive. 
financial assistance : 
around which her commission will focus 
I .  A junior or senior in a vocationally GSU Professor cited for its human relations efforts. The selected 
specialized program, or 
theme is "Toward Creative Cultural 
2 Accepted by a graduate or COntributiOn 1•0 human Pluralism ,'' which is very mu
ch in keeping 
professional school, or 
with Dr. Kennedy's continuing com-
3 Accepted in a vocational training relat•ons Workshop 
mitment to the expansion of educational 
program at a technical school or junior 
and career opportunities for minority 
college program with a terminal 
persons, women, and the handicapped. Dr. 
vocational goal .  
Kennedy conducted a research survey of 
Applications can be obtained b:t writing 
institutional services and programs for 
to Schola rship Secretary ·\ Jew ish Joyce S. Kennedy of Governors State 
minority persons, and challenged llhnois 
Vocational Servtce, One South Franklin University recently presented a human counselors to work toward the goal of 
Street, Chicago, Ulinois 60606. The final relations workshop program at the annual "
crea tive cultural plural ism" by 
date for the submission of applications is conference of the Ulinois Guidance and 
humanely assisting students in the 
Fe�ruary 15th. All students who are ap- Personnel Association. Chairperson of the achievement of mind liberation and 
plymg. must be available for a personal Association's Commission on Cultural and democr
atic ideals. 
mterv1ew at the Jewish Vocational Ser- Ethnic Minorities, Dr. Kennedy's program 
A native of St. Louis, Missouri and 
vice. included the announcement of Com-
graduate of Michigan State University, 
ThP Marcus and Theresa Levie mission objectives and planned activities 
Dr. is Distinguished Professor of Human 
Educational Fund is a deficit award which introduction of Commission members
' Relations Services in the College of 
is available to appropriate students whose remarks by students and professionals
' Human Learning and Development. 
financial needs cannot be fully met by the and a multi-media presentation. Speaking Professor Kennedy is well-known for her 
use of other resources ( e.g.,  scholarships on . the �rogram were Sylvia Krepton, 
work in the area of in-service training for 
fellowships, loans, etc. ) .  In order t� Ketth Kimmons, William Boline, and teachers, counselors, and administrators ; 
quahfy for referral to the Jewish Foun- Sonya Monroe�lay. 
and for the mini-book, Focaas on Creativity 
Special Ed. 
Group Meets 
Here 
Join the present NSSHA members at 
GSU. NSSHA is the National Student 
Speech and Hearing Association. And 
we 're inviting a l l  graduate and 
�ndergr�duate students in Communica­
tion Dtsorders, Special Education 
Ps;Ychology • Preschool Educa tion : 
dation Committee on the Marcus and 
which she co-authored. ' 
Theresa Levie Educational Fund, a L-;-;-;--�;;;;;;-;;-;;-;;:::::;::;:;::;::;:=::;::;::=:;:=:=:::=:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;�� 
student must be :  n 
Pr.lmary & Secondary Education, Health Sctences, and other related fields to join 
us at our monthly,meetings. 
These meetings will provide an ex­
cellent o�portunity for professionals and 
students m related fields to exchange in­
formation and ideas. 1 > of Jewish faith ; 2) legally domiciled in Cook County, 
Illinois; 
3l entering at least the junior year of an 
undergraduate program not requiring a 
graduate degree, or entering professional 
training ( e.g.,  pre-meds are not eligible 
but medical students are ) ;  ' 
4 )  entering a "helping profession" as a 
vocational goal ; RESEARCH PAPERS 
5 >  available for a personal interview at 
the Jewish Vocational Service. 
If you are interested in applying for the 
1978-79 academic year, please contact us I 
after November 15, 1977. The deadline for I 
l!OO@��[Q)@ @� [FO[lg 
SEnD $2 FOR mAIL-ORDER CATALOG 
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rece1ving applications is February 15, ; U) l>. 
197L � 
If you have questions, please call Donna en ::::::..1 
Searles, from 8:30 a.m. to 4 : 00 p.m. at 346- ,· ;;{-, 
6700. ext. 298. I m 
Governors State University 
Park Forest South, Ill. 60466 
We eleo provide orlglnel 
r ... erch -- ell fields. 
Thftis end di...,..tlon 
enlslence eleo eveilebfe. 
RESEARCH 
Assist1nce 
ALL SU BJECTS 
Choose from our library of 7,000 top1cs. 
All papers have been prepared by our 
staff of professional wnters to insure 
excellence. Send $ 1 . 00 ( air m ail 
postage) for the current edlt1on of our 
ma11 order catalog. r---------------
1 EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS 
1 P 0. Box 259 16-E 
I Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 I I Name ---------:-- I 
J Address _
_
_
_
_
 .:.
...__
_ I 
1 City 
__
_______
I 
Z. 
I 
State __ _ 'P I �-------------L---------------� 
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SUITE 530 
407 S. DEARBORN ST. 
CHICAGO Ill. 60605 
31 2-939-3S'I 3 
OFFICES COAST TO COAST 
3305 Vollmer Rd. 
Flossmoor 
Commons, 
Flossmoor 
798-6700 
Mon.-Thur. 1 1  A.M.- 1 P.M. 
Fri.-Sat. 1 1  A.M.-2 A.M . 
Sunday 1 P.M.- 1 0  P.M. 
Lou's world famous 
"gou rmet" pizza in the 
pan, judged tops by 
panel ists, comes from 
his hometown in the 
northern regions of 
Italy, Lake Como. I t  
has been enjoyed by 
m i l l ions of people over 
the years for l unch, 
dinner or j ust a snack. 
"A meal without wine is like 
a day without sunshine." 
For Reservattons and Take Out Orders - 798·G700 
1 Our next meeting will be on December 
16, at 5:00 p.m. in Room A l 1 02 < EAS > 
1 Dr. Nancy Sherick, professor of Speciai 
Education, from the Human Services 
work group of the College of Human 
Learning and Development will be our 
guest speaker.So please come and join us. 
Introducing Innovations 
Among 15 participants in a Washington, 
D.C., workshop on " Introducing In­
novations" will be the academic leader­
ship development fellow at Governors 
State University. 
. Tulsi Sara! will attend the workshop atmed �t st�engthening participants' 
co�ultahve sktlls and equipping them to ?nng about n�ed teaching and learning 
Improvements m their institutions. 
Sponsor is the University of Michigan 
Center for the Study of Higher Education. 
IDr. Sara! was appointed by President 
Leo Goodman-Malamuth of Governors 
State University as academic leadership 
�evelop.mPnt fellow for 1977-78. Dr. Sara! 
IS a reg1stered psychologist and university 
professor of communication science in the 
College of Human Learning and 
Development at GSU. He received his 
Ph.D. from �n�versity of Illinois and post­
doctoral trammg at National Training 
Laboratories. 
NSEF is currently seeking scholarship 
support from education associations foun­
dat �ons and. businesses which h�ve a maJor �take m upgrading the quality of in­
format.JOn available in postsecondary educatiOn and society. 
The
.
Natio�al Student Educational Fund, 
orgam�ed m 1 972, is a non.profit e?ucattonal research and information ser­
VICes organization based in Washington 
D.C: The Fund's goal is that "no person � �ented. postsecondary education for lack of fmanctal resources informatt'on 
I. 
• , coun-
se mg or programs to meet h' h 
need " Th F 
IS or er 
. s. . e und's major work has been �o ldentt�y practical ways to provide better 
mf�rmalto.n. for prospective. students and lh�': �M"ll�es �p�t PWfl fJCOOHa,ry Op-
poqi;'I!JJi�, . 
CJ/U f!nno<Jo.fo't 
by C aro lytl 
COMING EVENTS AT. GSU MUSIC 
RECITAL HALL 
Applied Music Concert December 14, 1m 
at 4 : 30  · p.m . .  GSU Composers Concert 
December 15, 1m at 7 : 30  p.m. GSU 
Chorale December 18, 1m at 4 : 00  p.m. 
Eugene Vineyard Graduate Recital 
December 19, 1m at 7 : 00 p.m. 
Coming Attraction 
On January 22nd, 1978, the GSU Thus I urge you once agam to ouy �t 
Chamber Music series presents the Con- ticket and to spread the word. A 
�mporary Arts Quartet. This is an occa- distinguished, highly-respected group 
s1on of which we can all be proud. The will be performing in our Music Recital 
Contemporary Arts Quartet has per- Hall on January 22nd. I hope that they 
formed throughout this country and will be greeted by an enthusiastic crowd 
Europe and has won wide acclaim. Each of standing-room-()nly music lovers ! 
of the artists is a member of the Chicago On March 19th, Soprano Soloist Irene 
Symphony Orchestra. Gubrud will perform. On April 23rd, the 
This will � the group's first per- Ionian Woodwind Quintet. 
formance ever in the south suburbs. For GSUers, a Series ticket costs $8.00. 
They will present a program which will For an individual performance, a ticket · 
be performed one month later at Or- costs $3.00. 
chestra Hall, a program which will be Tickets may be purchased at the 
advertised as an orchestral "Special Cashier's. For further information call 
Event." extension 2458 or 2447. 
I urge you to attend this, the second in 
our 77-78 Series. Indeed, you might want 
to purchase a series ticket - perhaps as 
a Christmas present for someone you 
know who loves music. 
PAG ELECTS NEW OFFICERS 
The new officers of PAG are as follows : 
I am, admittedly, disappointed that we 
have managed thus far to sell but 25 
series tickets. I feel that both for the 
University and for our area we l)hould do 
all in our power to make this year's 
Series a success. It will be difficult to 
continue to attract excellent groups to 
this area if we do not support the wonder-
ful artists we have performing this year. 
Alumni News 
A goal of 700 members has been set for 
the Governors State University Alumni 
association. 
President Ronald Miller in a member­
ship solicitation mailed to alumni said 
more than 450 graduates joined the 
association last year. 
Membership dues of $10 when paid is 
matched by the Governors State Universi­
ty foundation for a total of $20 received by 
the alumni association. 
Membership privileges include: 
�ne-third reduction at the GSU 
YMCA ; 
- Reduced rates at all cultural events 
sponsored by the College of Cultural 
Studies and the Student Services Activities 
cqmmittee ; 
- Full access to the Learning Resources 
center < University library ) ;  
- Membership card for wallet ; 
- Association sticker for car; 
- Special long-life light bulb as long as 
supply lasts courtttsy of alu•nnus Ronald 
Duda; 
- Right to vote and hold office in the 
alumni association. 
The Governors State University Alumni 
association represents alumni interests in 
the University assembly. 
An alumni association ski trip is 
planned. 
The association external doctoral 
seminar was attended by 600. There have 
a lso been a H o m ec o m i n g  d i n ­
ner/theater/dance and programs to assist 
grads in estate planning, job hunting, fill­
ing out income tax forms. 
President Ron Wirth 
Vice President Joan Suttie 
Secretary Ginny Suggett 
Treasurer Jerry Thielman 
Publicity Coordinator Carolyn Greer 
Fur those interested in placing articles 
of interest , adds, etc. in the Innovator, 
copy deadline is 3 : 00 p.m. every Tuesday. 
Bippie 
BIPPIE is a nationwide competition for 
all students at postsecondary institutions, 
and is supported by a grant from the 
Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare's Fund for the Improvement of 
Postsecondary Education. 
Information is important for students ! 
Before choosing colleges, selecting 
courses and utilizing the many pro­
grams offered on campuses, students need 
to know about them. Many students 
already provide this information. Each 
year students produce orientation guides, 
teacher-eo�e evaluations, financial aid 
manuals and information for women, the 
handicapped and minority students. SIP­
PIE is a contest to recognize these student 
efforts. Information created by students 
using any media may be entered. 
All college students are eligible to enter 
BIPPIE. Announcement posters will be 
sent to student leaders and administrators 
in early fall 1977. Entries must be post­
marked no later than February 28, 1978. In 
the spring, winners will be flown to 
Washington, D.C. to attend a national in­
vitational conference where they will ac­
cept the scholarships on behalf of their 
schools. 
During the project, BIPPIE's entries 
will be described through quarterly 
" Idds" newsletters and reports to 
educational and student media . 
The GSU Alumni News, a 16-page 
magazine, is published three times a year. 
The twelve colleges with winning SIP­
PIE entries will each receive $1',000 for 
scholarsPips. Scholarships are to be awar­
ded by the school to a student with finan­
cial need. 
Carolyn Greer 
All the way from the North Pole, bearing gifts for all, Santa Claus is coming to GSU. 
He will make his appearance in the Hall of Governors on December 9, 1977 from 3PM 
to SPM. All GSU students, faculty, staff, and GSU ALUMINI and their children are in­
vited. Included in the festivities will be a twenty foot decorated Christmas Tree, 
refreshments, Jeff Bushong playing Christmas Carols, GSU Choral singing Christ­
mas Carols, and a Puppet Show by Joan Suttie. So come along and join the fun, at the 
GSU Christmas party. 
Carter & Burton 
at 
College Music Society 
Governors State 1J m versity was 
representl!d at the· Twentieth Annual 
Meeting of the College Music Society by 
Warrick Carter & Art Burton. 
Some 500 representatives of Music 
Departments from leading universities, 
colleges, and conservatories in the United 
States and abroad attended general ses­
sions held at the Northwestern University 
School of Music on November 17, 18, 19, 
and 20. 
In addition to being an official represen­
tative of Governors State University War­
rick L. Carter & Art Burton also perform­
ed with the University of Illinois• • Central 
Jazz as well as with David Baker, Indiana 
University ; Chuck Israels, the National .  
The College Music Society � s  a broadly 
based forum of communication among 
music faculties in higher education. It 
links the learned societies and the profes­
sional associations as an interdisciplinary 
society offering a general forum for ideas 
on all aspects of music. Its membership 
numbers approximately 4100 and includes 
musicians involved in higher education in 
all types of institutions in primarily the 
United States and Canada . 
· This year's meeting, held concurrently 
with the Second National Conference on 
Music Ti1eory and meetings of the Mid­
West Chapter of the American 
Musicological Society and the National 
Association of College Wind and Percus­
sion Instructors, featured sessions on 
"Jazz in the College Curriculum", "The 
Performance of New Music on the College 
Campus", "The Implications of Current 
Learning Theory for Improving College 
Music Instruction", "The Use of New and 
Experimental Music in Teaching", 
"Cross-fertil ization in Performance 
Criticism", "Integrating World Music Into 
the Standard Curriculum", "Women's 
Studies" and "A Pilot Study of the Train­
ing and Career Experiences of Symphony 
Orchestra Musicians". Eminent speakers 
include Wallace Berry, Charles Bestor, 
Adrienne Fried Block, Barry Brook, 
Barney Childs, Jerry - Coker, Lynden 
DeYoung, Bernard Dobroski ,  Robert 
Freeman, Robert Glidden, Sydney Hodkin­
son, Charles Hoffer, Oswald Jonas, Myron 
Kartman, Paul Lehman, Donald Mc­
Corkle, William Malm, Sally Monsour, 
Aarand Parsons, Leonard Pearlman, 
Howard Rarig, Elliott Schwartz, Donald 
Shetler, Frank Tirro, Arthur Tollefson, 
Robert Werner, Peter Westergaard, Leona 
Wilkins and Thomas Willis. 
MEN S HAIR STYLING 
Sl 30 • 6 30 TUES . WED . . FRI 
1 1  00 • 8 . 00  THURS 
2801 FL.OSSMOOR AOAO/FLOSSM�. IL 
Sl 00 · 3 00 SAT. 
788-5008 
r:Jfu. £/nnovalot 
Completed and revised listing for both 
the mini-cinema series and the children's 
Saturday movie festival have been an­
nounced at Governors State University. 
The mini-cinema series : 
December 6 - "Blazing Saddles." 
December 13 - "The Exorcist. "  
December 20 - "Camelot. "  
January 5 - "Night of the Living Dead ."  
January 1 1  - "Rolling Stones Festival" 
and "The Iron Glove. "  
January 18 - "Who's Afraid of Virginia 
Wolf." 
January 25 - ' 'The Candidate. ' '  
February 1 - "The Outlaw Josey Wales." 
February 14 - "The Learning Tree" and 
' 'Champ < Muhammed Ali > . "  
The children's Saturday movie festival : 
December 10 - "Third Man on the 
Mountain ."  
December 17 - "Nine Lives of  Elfego 
Baca . "  
STUDENT MOVIES 
For the mini-cinema series, admission 
for Warner's films and film festivals will 
be 50 cents for students and staff and 
general admission will be $1 ; admission 
for all other films will be free for students 
and staff and general admission will be 50 
cents. 
For the mini-cinema series, single 
features will be at 1 and 6 : 30 p.m. ,  movie 
festivals at 1 and 5:30 p.m. 
For the children's Saturday movie 
festival admission will be 25 cents for 
chi ldren and accompanying adult free ; 
admission for an adult alone will be 25 
cents. 
Showings will be at 1 p.m. 
Showings of the mini-cinema series and 
the children's Saturday movie festival will 
f)e in Engbretson hall unless notice is 
polsted to the contrary. 
Further information may be obtained by 
tele!)honing student services at Governors 
C::t " t� T Tnivprsitv 312/534-5000, X2142. 
ELLEN BURSTYN · MM VON SYDOW· LEE J. COBB 
KITTY WINN ·JACK MacGOWPAN JASON MILLERasFat�r�rras 
LINDA BLAIR as Regan · Produced by WILLIAM PETER BLATIY 
������ NOEL MARSHALL· ScreenplaybyWILLIAM PETER BLATTY �S:�r 
From Warner Bros. C) A Warner Communications Company � R ..,,::..,����� �::.,., 
!TO BE DISPLAYED ON YOUR PREMISES ONLY ) 
December 13 in Engbretson Hall. 
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Will be shown December 6, 1977 in 
Engbretson Hall. 
Wmner of 
3 Academy 
Awards! 
� TKHMJCOLOR• PAUYISIOI•· FROM WAIIJEI IROS.-SMI ARTS 
MAT . 1 0 1 A - 1 col. x 28 l ines 
Will be shown December 20 • in 
Engbretson HaD. 
A T  
G S U  
,/ 
D EC .  
9 
1 9 77 
PHONE IN AD. 
534-SOOO ext. 2260 
Job Mart 
cont. 
B-ACC-MH-28: STAFF ACCOUNTING. 
M iscellaneous duties within accounting 
function such as ; Account analysis and 
statement reconc i l iations,  aid i n  
preparation of excise tax returns, 
preparation of general journal entries, 
payables vouchering and sales report 
checking. Minimum of 6 prefer 9, hours 
of accounting, not tax. Prefer a better 
than 3.0 GPA in accounting, excluding 
tax. $3.00 per hour to start 3 or 4 hours 
da ily - some Saturday mornings. 
E - E L- M H - 1 1 0 :  J U N I O R  H I G H  
READING VACANCY. The applicant 
should have a minimum of eighteen 
hours in Reading, preferably a Master's 
Degree. At least two to three years' ex­
perience is desired . 
E-HE-BC-394 ART I NSTRUCTO R .  
Would teach ceramics, crafts, design and 
art appreciation. Master's degree with 
teaching e xperience preferred. 
DEADLINE DECEMBER 30, 1977. 
SALARY Minimum of $12, 170. for 
Master's degree and no experience. 
Maximum of $20,630. 
E - H E - B C -395 E XT E N S I O N  I N ­
STRUCTOR o f  ARTS and CRAFTS. 
Requires a bachelor's degree with .a 
major in fine arts : Master's degree m 
fine arts or art education. Minimum five 
years experience in adult education 
teaching with special interest arts and 
crafts courses. Salary $12,000. to $18,000. 
per academic year, depending upon 
educational preparation and experience. 
DEADLINE MARCH 1, 1978. Position 
becomes effective June 1 ,  1978. This 
position is in WISCONSIN. 
B -S E C - M H -33 : C L E R I C A L /  A C ­
COUNTING CLERK Clerical support i n  
Accounting dept. some typing, filling, 
figure work. $125-135 per week. And also 
DRAFTSMEN, Mechanical drafting ex­
perience in Plastic Die Casting and 
Stamping 1-3 years experience. $230.235 
per week more or less 
B-QTHER-BC-18:  TELEPHONE CLAIM 
REPRESENTATIVE TRAINEE . Han­
dling and adjusting insurance claims 
over the telephone 8 : 30 - 4 : 30. Salary 
$10,000. for B.A. Must have ability to 
move. Will train 6 months to a year, with 
a possibility of moving after that. 
E-EL-BC-108A V AILABLE : 6th Grade 
self-eontained classroom , General :  TWO 
TEACHING POSITIONSTMM E-HE-BC-
388: RECREATIONAL FACILITIES 
MANAGEMENT Bachelor's degree in 
field and/or two years work exi>erience 
in the field. Two years teaching ex­
perience preferred . Experience with 
cooperative education and advisory com­
mittees preferred . 
E - H E - BC-388 : R E C R E A T I O N A L  
F A C I L I T I E S  M A N A G E M E N T 
Bachelor's degree in field and/or two 
years experience in the field. Two years 
teaching experience preferred . Ex­
perience with cooperative education and 
advisory committees preferred. · 
HS.COM-MH-21 : OUTREACH COUN­
S E L O R ,  H U M A N  S E R V I C E S  
B A C K G R O U N D ,  B . A . . C � T A  
REQUIRES Oak Lawn resident or 
willing to move to Oak Lawn unemployed 
for 15 weeks. Work with youth 16-25. 
Some evening work. 9,100 for B .A .  good 
fringe benefits. 
M-ML-BC-69: THE NEW LISTING OF 
OPENINGS FOR THE YMCA OF 
METROPOLITAN CHICAGO IS NOW IN 
THE OFFICE OF THE UNIVERSITY 
PLACEMENT. 
Free 
Classified Advertisement 
tor All G.S. U. Students 
Page 1 1  
Former secretary and stati�tical t:
y�ist I 
will do private typing and. mmor ed1tmg. · 
Call after 1 : 30 p. ITI . 75-t-5:!09. I 
Room for rent. $95 a month. Excludes 
utilities. Partial payment. Straight male, 
Chgo. Heights. 754-9483. Call during the 
day and ask for Grant. 
Responsible Female to share apartment 
with same in Park Forest South. $129.00 
month half uti lities. x2260 9-5 or 534-0548 
after 6 : 00 P.M . 
Qua lity to-speed touring bicycle; 25 alloy 
double-butted frame; lightweight sew-up 
tires ;  pump and extra's. $220. 748-6813. 
72 Monte Carlo, P.S., P.B. , air, auto 350, 
holley, dual exhaust, A.M.  - F.M.  8 track 
stereo, cragers with F7015/G6015-$2100.00 
767-6226. 
Akande Insurance Agency, 3930 N. Pine 
Grove. Call 281-4493 for low auto packages, 
life, accident and health, estate planning, 
property and casuality packa�Zes. 
Apartment l<' Sublet, one bedroom. 
Richton Squar �  Apartments, fully car­
peted all appliances 235.00 per mo. call 534· 
5000 ext 2163 9-.5 1-m or 747-0904 after 6 pm .  
Barbara's Leather 
Concepts 
Designed with "Today" in mind. Made to 
order. Belts, Pouches, Book Bags, Purses, 
etc . .  Highest Quality, Superior Craft­
smanship. 375-7043. 
Deluxe biorythyms charts are in­
dividualized, easily read.Four color ch�rt 
will be sent to you lamina ted for protection 
including an explanation pamphlet. �so 
offer graphic representation �f your b1rth 
date & critical days hst. Charts 
8• ? X l l =$13, J l x l7=$1 5. Special  cha�t d�ys 
Jist & birthday graphic combmabon 
8 • 2 x l l  =$24.50, l lxl7 =26.50. P.O. Box 73, 
Richton Pk. I l l .  60466 
SE ED COLLECTORS WAN TE D !  
Collectors are needed t o  gather ripe 
prairie seed from grasses and forbs in 
nearby prairie remnants. Interested 
persons m"i contact Profs. Chambers or 
Mule in EAS, 1st flo� t lab ( X2469/2472 l for 
information. Seed will be used to restock 
natural areas on campus. 
University 
Research 
Associate 
Responsible for services of the Center 
for Learning Assistance at Governors 
State University. Duties include in­
terviewing applicants for assistance ; in­
terview ing, selecting, training and 
scheduling tutors. diagnosing learning 
problems. counseling and advising ap­
plicants. Responsible for coordination and 
maintenance of client records and files. 
Supervtse civil service staff. Requires a 
BA from an accredited university. at least 
one yea r employment as an academic 
tutor, knowledge of persona lized learning 
and programmed instruction. Governors 
State University is an Affirmative Action/ 
Equal Opportunity employer and en­
courages applications from members of 
minority groups and women. Available 
January 3, 1978. Salary $12,000 minimum . 
Send resume to Richard J. Vorwerk, Dean 
of Special Programs and Instructional Ser­
vices, Governors State University, Park 
Forest South, IL 60466 by December 9. 
I 
. \ 
q}ovnnou eStatE. rzJ.ni.vE.uit.'l 
]k�{e :J)©ffilt !U]lk& �����] 
;3� tL- �� 
ONLY IF IT'S SPECIAL!! 
We're not an ordinary fashion store. We do not 
sel l  sportswear or pants or jeans ; but if you 're 
going out to a special  dinner by candlel ight or are 
plann ing a wedding soon ; stop by and see us 
now ! SPECIAL SELLING OF WINTER SAMPLE 
FORMALS $ 1 5 . & $25.00 ! RESERVE ONE NOW ! 
81 38 Cal u met Avenue 
Munster , I ndiana 836-7900 
P . S .  DON'T MISS OUR EXCITING SPRING AND 
SUMMER FASHION SHOW BEING HELD ON 
MONDAY EVE. JAN . 1 6, 1 978 AT 8 P .M.  AT THE 
WICKER PARK SOCIAL CENTER,  H IGHLAN D ,  I N D .  
( INDIANAPOLIS BLVD . & R I DGE) CALL NOW FOR 
RESERVATIONS: 836-7900. 
Open Mon . thru Sat. 'ti l 9 P .M.  
A l l  Even i ngs by Appt. 
------ - -
Uni vers i ty Pl acement an d  Cooperat h e  Ed.1'.c�ti on  Qttice 
' . .."he pos tings in the "Jvb Mar t "  are for GSU v tude,t ts and Q tumni IAJho are 
REGISTERED WITH THE UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE. We are unab le to furni
sh 
t:nforma tion on the te �ephone, b u t  IAJi H  be happy to furnish informatio
n if 
you IAJi U aome in to the Placement Offiae and pr•esen t the Job Number show
n 
above the posi tion in IAJhich you are interee. ted. M - M L-M H-71 : CURRENT DATA 
Those students interested in a govern­
ment career will be interested in knowing 
that representatives from 15 Federal agen­
cies will be at Governors State University 
on January 23, 1978, · for a Government 
Career Information Day. These represen­
tatives will answer your questions about 
employment with the Federal Govern­
ment. The place is the Hall of Governors 
and the time is 2 : 00 p.m.  until 7 : 00 p.m. 
The University Placement Office 
receives a daily listing of jobs from the 
Professional Division of the Illinois State 
Employment Service. These full and part­
time job listings are from the Metropolitan 
Chicago area and are O!l microfiche. For 
yQur convenience, we have put these 
microfiche in thE; M.edia Department of 
LRC. Instructions regarding the content 
and use of these. listings are attached. Stop 
by and take a look, we think you will be 
surprised at what you will find. 
The YMCA of Metropolitan Chicago has 
an employment project for professional,  
technical, and clerical/sales. To be eligi­
ble for this resource for employment you 
must meet the CETA requirements of 1 )  A 
resident of Chicago, 2> at least 18 years 
old, 3) a .  unemployed for seven or more 
calendar days, or b. an adult who, or 
whose family, receives public assistance, 
or c. a person whose family income does 
not exceed poverty guidelines. If you meet 
these requirements, please contact Mary 
Hughes, Placement Office, for more 
details on special opportunities. 
E - H E - B C - 4 00 :  C U lJ N ­
SELOR/COORIDINATOR of STUDENT 
:.CTIVITIES. Master's degree in coun­
seling or related field required and some 
experience in personal counseling 
preferred, as well as experience in 
student advisement for course selection. 
Salary M.A. $10,680-$17,280. Starting date 
January, first part, 1978. DEADLINE 
DECEMBER 16, 1977. 
E-OTHE R-mh-401 . :  FOLLOW ING 
POSITIONS AVAILA BLE : Spanish 
Tea c�er, French Tea cher , Social 
Studies, Media Specialist, Reading, 
Special Education. See Placement Office 
for Further Information. 
E-OTHER-MH-96 : INSTRUCTORS. For 
the following positions : Cooking, Sports 
Group, Puppet Making & Puppetry. 
Israeli Dance, Yiddish, Arts and Crafts, 
Club Groups. Salary depends on ex­
perience. 
E-HE-BC-397 : RESEARCH ASSISTANT, 
DE PARTM ENT of PSYCHOLOGY. 
Position requires a person who wants to 
pursue a career in Experimental 
Psych'ology, Animal Behavior, language 
and Communication, or Child Deve­
lopment. Should be proficient in 
American sign language, and prefer 
native signers. Position is for research 
assistants for a project on two-way com­
munication with chimpanzees. THIS 
POSITION IS IN NEVADA. 
E-HE-BC-398: ADM ISSIONS COUN­
SELOR. Master's preferred, will accept 
bachelor's with high motivation. Ex­
perience helpful. Christian College. 
Salary $9,500. 
E-HE-BC-399: BILINGUAL PROGRAM 
COORDINATOR. Mas ter degree 
required, should have Community 
College experience, preferably with 
ESL, also must be proficient in English 
and Spanish. Will develop bilingual lear­
ning aids for Spanish speaking students 
enrolled in regular vocational programs. 
Salary $13,500. and $15,000. pro-rated. 
Employment to begin in January. 
DEADLINE DECEMBER 23, 1977. 
E-HE-BC-393 : TECHINJU. SERVICES 
LffiRARIAN. Masters degree in Library 
Science required. Would be responsible 
for all activities' included in the Techni 
cal Services area. Salary range $8, 100-
$10,350. (9 months ) plus fringe benefits. 
DEADLINE DECEMBER 9, 1977. 
Pace 12 
B - O T H E R - B C - 2 0 :  T R A I N E E  PROCESSING OPENINGS. SCIEN-
POSITIONS IN MORTAGAGE BANK, TWIC PROGRAMMERS, PROGRAM-
Will train recent graduates in Bussiness MER, SOFTWARE PROGRAMMER 
or Finance. Residental Loan Trainee DATA PROCESSING MANAGER, COM: 
$10,000. · $ 1 1 ,000. Income Loans $10,000. - P U T E R O P E R A T O R ,  D A T A  
$12,000. PROCESSING TRAINEE. 
E-EL-MH-l l l :  JR. HIGH BEHAVIOR 
DISORDERS TEACHER. Must have 
State of Illinois special certificate Type 
10 in Behavior Disorders. 
E-HE-BC-396 UNIVERSITY RESEAR­
CH ASSOCIATE . Responsible for the ser­
vices of the Learning Assistance. 
Required B·.A. and at least one year em­
ployment as an academic tutor, 
knowledge of personalized learning and 
programmed instruction. DEADLINE 
DECEMBER 9, 1977. 
T-BC-6 1 : FOLLOWING POSITIONS 
A V A I L A B L E : F I R E  T R U C K  
ENGINEER,. Required engineering 
degree or equivalent with a minimum of 
two years experience in truck selection 
specification and/or purchasing. Fir� 
tru�k design and/or engineering ex­
penence extremely benificial. ALSO AC­
COUNTANT II Requirement, degree in 
accountant or equivalent experience ef­
fective communication skills both �rit­
ten and verbal,  and also a mini urn of two 
years experience in general accounting. 
M-SUM-MH-21 : CAMP DIRECTORS 
and STAFF. Needed to carry out 1978 
Summer Camping Programs for girls 
between 6 to 17 years old. ALSO 
NEEDED ASSISTANT CAMP DIREC­
TOR, WATERFRONT DIRECTOR and 
W A T E R F R O N T  D I R E C T O R ' S  
ASSISTANT. DEADLINE DECEMBER 
1 5, 1977. 
T-BC-59: CONSULTANT REPRESEN­
TATI VE. Preferably over 25 and 
m�rr_
ied. The . individual will inspect bUJldmgs of chents, review inspection 
resul� with management, develop and 
estabhsh programs for the work of em­
ployees, train them in the use of the com­
pany's cleaning and sanition chemicals 
with machines and equipment and 
. secure new clients . . .  Some overnight 
travel required. Salary $ 1 1 ,000. and over 
plus incentive. 
T-BC-60: CHEM IST. Primarily research 
and dev�lopment with some supervision 
of �uahty. contr?l and field problem solvmg. Will consider applicants without 
a �egree if they have adequate ex­
pertence. 
E -SP-M H-71 : SPECIAL E A R L y  
CHILDHOOD EDUCATOR . State of 
Illinois elementary certificate with 
Bachelor's Degree. Special Certificate 
Type 10 in Special Education of Early 
Childhood Certificate Type 02 plus ap­
proval in special early Childhood 
education. ALSO SEVERE BEHAVIOR 
D I S O R D E R S ELEMENTARY 
TEACHER & TEACHER ASSISIANT. 
��st have Illinois Elementary Cer­
tifica
_
te type 03: Special certificate type 
10 With endorsement in area or BD. 3 
years experience in BD classroom 
. Teacher assistant must have 30 hou� 
college credit. 
M-PT-MH-82 : M ISCELLANEOUS 
DUTIES IN A BANK. Maintenance and 
other types or duties such as rolling 
coins, etc. Daily 7 : 00am til 1 2 : 30. Mon . ,  
Tues., 'fhurs. ,  Fri . ,  possibly alternate 
Saturday's. $2.65 per hour. 
B.SALES-MH-44 : SALES TRAINEE. 
Must have a degree in business. The 
company wants "leaders," "pushers," 
not followers. Salary $12,000. to $13,000. 
plus a first year bonus up to two months 
salary. Will hire an unlimited number of 
individuals (20 or sol .  THE product is a 
consumer product sold to groceries, 
chains, and variety stores. 
E.SEC-BC-131 : ELECTRONICS-WOODS 
TEACHER. Would begin work Janu;�rv 
23, 1977. Salary $10,250. with a R A .  
E-HE-BC-389: UNIVERSITY RESEAR­
CH ASSOCIATE. Responsible for the ser­
vice of the Center For Learning Assistan­
ce. Requires a BA. DEADLINE DECEM­
BER 9, 1977. 
M-CL•MH-16: GENREAL Ci..ERK II .  ��si� duties would included typing, 
fihng, answer phones, xeroxing, backup 
for Order Status clerks, etc. 
E-HE-BC-390 : GRADUATE STUDENT 
J NTERSHIP. A graduate sb1dent in en­
viromental education interested in 
working on a team project with a doc­
toral canidate in Env ironmental 
Education to evaluate, revise and 
upgrade elementa ry and com­
m u n i t y / s c h o o l  use of o u t d o o r  
classrooms. Must have a n  interest 
and/or background in EE curiculum, 
testing and measurement and school site 
development for environemntal edu­
cation. Excellent opportunity for field 
research oriented person. 
E-HE-BC-391 : DEVELOPMENT OF­
FICER. Opportunity for resourceful 
director with three to five years ex­
perience and proven track record to start 
program in a college with over 1 1 ,000 
students. Salary commensurate with 
ability and experience. DEADLINE 
FEBRUARY 1, 1978. 
E-OTHER-95 : OVERSEAS TEACHING 
POSITIONS AVAILABLE . Positions 
exist in all fields, on all levels, from Kin­
dergarten to the University. 
HS-COUN-MH-22 : 3 COUNSELORS 
FULL TIME STAFF, 2 COUNSELORS 
RESIDENT Would work with retarded 
children. COOP/Practical Si tuation 
Possible. 
M-PT-MH-81 : VAN DRIVER Flexible 
daytime hours working approxiamtely 20 
h?urs per week. Would transport 
disabled adults for a non-profit organ­
ization in the South Cook County area . 
Must be over 25 years of age. $3.00 per 
hour. 
HS-SW-BC-47: MATURE MALE. Who is 
interested in the treatment of young 
children 3-l l ,  who are emotionally distur­
bed. Must have a two year college degree 
or two years of college education and 
have some experience in working with 
young children. He must also be single 
and willing to living on the grounds . 
E - E L - B C - 1 09 :  E L E M E N T A R Y  
TEACH E R .  Requires a cultural 
background in a Spanish speaking coun­
try. Also must be able to speak Spanish 
fluently with non speaking pa rents. 
Salary $10,250. Position begins January 
3, 1978. 
B-OTHER-MH-19: TRAINEE for our 
LOAN DEPARTMENT. Pref'erably a 
recent college graduate with a major in 
Real Estate, Economics Business or 
Finance. The successful 'candidate 'will 
apprais� and analyze income-producing 
properties, such as shopping centers 
apartment buildings, retail stores and 
industrial structures o determin� the 
feasibility of financing. 
E - E L-BC-108 :  TWO TE \ C H I N G  
POSITIONS AVAILABLE : 6 I Grade 
self-contained cia. sroo111, Gene al Music 
teacher/choral director. Deadline Date: 
December 2, 1977. 
M - M L - B C - 7 0 : S e v e ra l p os i t i ons 
availa ble as fol low : E D i lORIAL 
POSITIO�. OFFSET DUPLICATOR 
OPERATOR, C.R.T. OPERATOR, AD­
VERTISING DESIGNER. For salaries 
and qualifications see the Placement Of­
fice. 
B-ACC-BC-26 : ACCOUNTING IN­
TERSHIP. Person should be interested 
in learning about taxes. Also will prepare 
accounting for computer, do general 
ledger, payroll, and other general ac­
counting duties. · 
B-ACC-MH-27: ACCOUNTING CLERK. 
1 position in accounting payable. Com­
pany is reorganizing the department so 
position may be eliminated in 6 months to 
a year. 
B-OTHER-MH-17: CENTRAX. Must 
have PBX experience to position card­
board. Salary $5.50 to $6.00 per hour. 
Tempory job 6 months to a year. Could be 
shift or straight hour, company operates 
around the clock. 
E-EL-BC-107: ART TEACHER. K-6 2 
days a week 8 : 30-3 : 45 Monday and Wed­
nesday B.A. $10,200 M.A.  $10,700. 
E-HE-BC-385: COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
WANTS ONE DAY SEMINAR IN TIME­
MANAGEMENT. $75.00 to $100.00 plus 
expenses. 
E-H E-BC-386 : PANHE LLIC and 
STU DENT PROG R A M  ADV ISOR . 
Master's degree in student Personnel or 
related area preferred, plus significant 
experience in student activities, student 
organization, Panhellic, and/or student 
government as an undergraduate. Salary 
approximately $10,000. depending upon 
education and experience. Position in 
WISCONSIN. 
HS-COUN-MH-20 : 2 VACANCIES : 1 Jr. ­
Sr. High COUNSELOR and 1 ELEMEN­
TARY LIBRARIAN For further in­
formation see Placement Office. . 
PS.ST-MH- 1 1 :  FOLLOWING GOVERN­
M E NT POSITION A V A I LA B L E :  
ECONOMIST, GROWTH and RESOUR­
CE CONSERVATION P LA N N E R .  
SOC IAL RESEARCH SPEC IALIST 
FEDERAL RELATIONS ANALYST
• 
ANALYST-ECONOMIC/ DEMOGRAP: 
HIC PROJECTIONS. See Placement Of­
fice for further information. 
B - S E C - M H - 3 2 : 2 P O S I T I O N  
A V A  I L A B L E : E X E C U TI V E  
SECRETARY. Must be very efficient in 
dictaphone, shorthand, typing, verbal 
and written communications. Legal 
secretary background would be helpful 
but not essential. Work schedule 8 : 00am 
to 4 : 00pm. < ALSO > PROGRAMMER I I .  
Two t o  three experience in program­
ming of business applications. Good 
knowledge of one language, preferably 
Cobol and pr..ogramming on mini i com­
puters, especially those with screen 
capa bilities < CRT>. Also should have a 
background in inventory control and 
production control . Schedule 8 : ooam to 
4 : 30pm but could vary according to 
department needs. 
E-HE-BC-383 : MID-MANAGEMENT 
M A R K E T I N G  I N ­
STRUCTOR/COORDINATOR Master 
degree with a major .in marketing, NBA 
degree, experience in cooperativ,e 
education preferred . Two years teaching 
experience preferred. Salary dependent 
on qualifications. DEADLINE DECEM­
BER 12, 1977. 
E - H E-BC-384 A D M I N ISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT/COMMUNITY EDUCATI­
O N .  Bachelor's degree required ; 
Masters preferred plus two years suc­
cessful experience in comparable 
position. Minimum salary $ 13,04 1 .  
DEADLlNE 1 5, 1977. 
M-OTHER-BC-29: DRIVERS WANTED. 
Must be over 18 and be able to drive a 
stick shift . Shifts 4 : 00  to 8 : 00am and 
! 2 : 30pm to 5 : 00pm. Salary $2. 50 per hour. 
Job Mart 
cont. 
